In Van Sertima's scenario, the Nubians became the tact or indirect diffusion. These alleged ''black'' recipients included the ancient Sumerians of Mesopotamia, models for the colossal stone heads which the Olmecs produced in the years that followed the alleged contact. the Sabaeans of South Arabia, the Elamites of southwestern Iran, the Dravidians of India, the Shang of They also presided over a mixed crew of voyagers that included Egyptians, Phoenicians, and ''several women.'' China, and the Minoans of ancient Crete, among others. 7 In the case of the Americas, a more complicated The Nubians subsequently provided the impetus for the building of pyramids and ceremonial centers and introscenario had to be advanced in order to account for the duced a number of technological innovations and practices (mummification, cire-perdue metallurgy, the sym-5. In addition to those listed, other important precursors of the Afbolic use of purple murex dye, weaving, etc.) which rocentric movement include Blyden (1869), Delaney (1878), DuBois presumably influenced Mesoamerican religion, mythol- (1965) , Houston (1985) , Rogers (1936 Rogers ( , 1972 , and Ben-Jochannan ogy, customs, and even the calendar. This is an enor- (1970, 1972) . 6. The common view that ''one drop of black blood makes you mous number of claims, and several large volumes black'' is the extreme variant of this definition. In response to would be needed to deal with all of them. In this essay Coon's claim that the ancient Egyptians were a varied or mixed we will discuss the evidence that would be most sigpopulation, Diop states that ''Coon's work contributes nothing nificant if it were true. We will deal elsewhere with Van new. If all the specimens of races and sub-races described by him Sertima's historical methodology, his use of sources, lived in New York City today, they would reside in Harlem, including those whose heads and faces 'are those of a smoothly con-and his writings on iconography and linguistics (Ortiz toured fine Mediterranean form ''' (Diop 1974:238 ; see also 241).
de Montellano, Haslip-Viera, and Barbour 1997).
7. This is a revised version of the old ''Heliolithic hypothesis'' that Van Sertima (1992a:16; 1992c:65; 1995:73) occasionwas so popular among racialist scholars in Western society during ally says that the Olmecs were not pure Africans or that the late 19th and early 20th centuries. In essence, its proponents believed that civilization arose only once, in a ''white'' ancient the African voyagers only influenced and were not the Egypt, and diffused from there to the other parts of the world. They main catalyst for the rise of civilization in the Amerialso believed that the ''non-Caucasian'' peoples of the world were cas, but these disclaimers are merely pro forma. The cuincapable of creating their own ''advanced civilizations'' because of their alleged biological inferiority (Elliot Smith 1915 , 1929 Perry 1923 Perry , 1937 Massey 1907; Churchward 1913 Churchward , 1921 . It is curi-8. Van Sertima was not the first to articulate the hypothesis that ''black'' Africans came to the Americas before Columbus. Among ous that this hypothesis has resurfaced in the late 20th century in revised form, with the biologically superior people now being iden-African-American writers, see, for example, Lawrence (1962) and Clegg (1969 Clegg ( , 1972 . tified as ''blacks'' (see Ortiz de Montellano 1993) . For examples of the Afrocentric variant of this type of literature, see Van Sertima 9. On ''black warrior dynasts'' and other references to the alleged Nubian-Egyptian rule over the Olmecs, see Van Sertima (1976 :261, (1985 , 1989 and Van Sertima and Rashidi (1988) , among other works.
264, 267-69 and pls. 23, 29) .
has l ip-vie ra, o rtiz d e m on t el lan o, a n d ba rb o ur Robbing Native American Cultures 421 mulative total of his claims amounts to a decisive in-either end of the dating equation, be it 1200 b.c. or 700 b.c. '' (Van Sertima 1992b:38-39; 1995:74, 76) .
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fluence on most aspects of the Olmec culture (religion, language, pyramids, customs, weaving, metalworking, Van Sertima has nurtured a coterie of enthusiastic supporters among the Afrocentrists and the cultural nadyeing, etc.). If the Nubians were not ''godlike'' or superior, why would the Olmecs on short acquaintance put tionalists in general. 13 These individuals are inclined to promote his concepts as historical truths. They have forth the herculean efforts required to transport and carve their likenesses in basalt? If the Nubians were not also launched impassioned attacks against the academic establishment for not supporting Van Sertima's superior, why would most of Van Sertima's followers attribute the ''sudden'' rise of the Olmecs to Egypto-and other questionable theories.
14 The recent publication of one of his essays by the Smithsonian Institution Nubian influences? 10 Van Sertima also claimed that ''black Africans'' made Press (Van Sertima 1995) has conferred some academic respectability on his views, and he has been praised by other journeys to the Americas at various times after the 7th century b.c. The most important of these al-St. Clair Drake (1987:312) and Manning Marable (1991: 22) , two non-Afrocentric scholars with considerable leged voyages was that of Abu-Bakari II, the Mandingo emperor of Mali, in a.d. 1311. According to Van Ser-reputations. His hypothesis has become almost an article of faith within the African-American community. It tima, Abu-Bakari embarked from some unspecified location on the western coast of his dominions (Senegam-is taught across the country in African-American and Africana studies programs that use Maulana Karenga's bia) with a large fleet of ships and sailed across the Atlantic to the Gulf Coast of Mexico, where his expedi-Introduction to Black Studies (1993) and similar texts.
It is taught in the large urban school districts that have tion came into contact with the peoples of the Vera Cruz region, the Valley of Mexico, and the Valley of adopted Afrocentric curricula (Clarke 1989; Kunjufu 1987a,b ; see also Ortiz de Montellano 1991 , 1995 . The Oaxaca. These peoples were profoundly influenced by Abu-Bakari and his Mandingo agents in the areas of presumably ''Negroid'' Olmec heads have become staples of African-American historical museums and exhitechnology, religion, and the arts in the period after contact was established.
bitions. It is therefore no wonder that students in colleges and universities across the country are mystified In the years since the publication of They Came Before Columbus, Van Sertima has revised his hypothesis by the dismissive statements occasionally uttered by academic professionals when Van Sertima's ideas are only slightly and with great reluctance. For example, in the early 1980s he pushed back the date for the earliest discussed. African-American students, in particular, have not been impressed by the abbreviated critiques possible contact between the Olmecs and the EgyptoNubians to the early 10th century b.c. in an attempt to that have been published thus far. They are also generally suspicious of the academic establishment, with its account for the revised dates established for the origins of Olmec civilization at that time (see Coe and Diehl record of ''neglect'' and ''distortion'' with regard to Africa, and have called for a detailed response to Van Serti-1980, Rust and Sharer 1988) . The revised chronology was also used by Van Sertima to claim that the Nubians ma's ideas. This article is an attempt to address the issues articulated by students and concerned educators had had a strong influence over the Egyptians from the early 11th to the middle of the 7th century b.c. (Van with regard to the validity of Van Sertima's hypotheses and the failure of the academic establishment to conSertima 1992c:60-61, 67, 69).
11 More recently, he has grudgingly accepted the Olmec chronology by empha-front them in a systematic way. It is important for anthropologists and archaeologists to deal with this quessizing the alleged importance of the ''black-Egyptian'' in pharaonic society and by claiming that ''the black Af-tion because of its prevalence and because it diminishes the real accomplishments of Native American cultures. rican . . . played a dominant role in the Old World at As Robert Sharer and Wendy Ashmore (1979:45) put it, ''Archaeology has a responsibility to prevent pseudo-10. An example of this more extreme position with regard to archaeologists from robbing humanity of the real ''black'' hegemonism in pre-Columbian America is that of Clyde Ahmad Winters (1982:78-84) , who says that ''the first civilization to appear in America, called the Olmec culture, was founded by 12. Van Sertima has not defined ''blackness'' with any kind of clarity in any of his writings. This is particularly troublesome when Africans. The Olmecs spoke one of the Mande languages. . . . The Olmecs' script had its origin in the Western Sahara. . . . In addition the term ''black'' is applied to the ancient Egyptians. However, in his 1976 book Van Sertima distinguished between the Egyptian, to teaching the Indians how to grow crops, the Olmecs also taught them how to make calendars and built step pyramids. . . . The origithe ''Negro-Egyptian,'' and ''the overwhelming 'Negro-ness' of the Nubians'' as follows: ''The use of 'Negro-Egyptian' is even more nal Maya were probably Africans. . . . The Aztecs, Zapotecs, Toltecs, and Maya usually occupied urban centers built by Africans or necessary in the light of the mixed and confused racial situation in the North during certain dynasties. These racial distinctions would Afro-Indians. Once the Indians were bound to African colonists for trade goods which they themselves could not produce, they settled not need to be so heavily emphasized were it not for the attempt, deliberate and sustained over the centuries, to deny the contribuin the urban centers where they learned architecture, writing, science, and technology from African technicians. As a result, the tion of the black African to ancient Egyptian civilization '' (1976: xvii). technology being brought to the Amerindians was of African origin.'' 13. At the present time, there are other groups of cultural nationalists, such as the Nation of Islam and the Black Israelites, who can 11. Van Sertima (1992c) is a reprint of a 1983 article that originally appeared in Dollars & Sense (vol. 8, no. 6) . On the actual relationbe separated from the Afrocentrism of a Molefi Asante or a Leonard Jeffries. ship between the Egyptians and the Nubians in this period, see Kitchen (1973) .
14. For example, see any of the works listed in n. 5.
achievements of past cultures.'' This essay will exam-buildings and the use of stucco at La Venta and elsewhere appeared first in Oaxaca between 1650 and 1520 ine Van Sertima's claims to determine whether they have any validity or foundation in the evidence that has b.c. Grove (1989) has proposed that much of the iconography of the Early Formative is merely the first reprebeen collected thus far by scholars in the humanities and the social and physical sciences.
sentation in ceramics of a body of beliefs shared by the common ancestors of many Formative societies. MarIt is necessary to limit our discussion here to the most important claims and the most convincing types cus (1991) claims that the earliest dated stone monuments appeared not in the Gulf Olmec zone but in the of evidence. Authentic artifacts found in controlled archaeological excavations provide absolute proof of con-Zapotec region of Oaxaca. 16 Nevertheless, we will deal with the Gulf Olmecs because we agree with Tolstoy tact; however, no such artifact of African origin has ever been found in the New World. The archaeological (1989:289) that by San Lorenzo times they ''had reached a point on the evolutionary scale that was beyond that discovery of nonnative plants can also provide good evidence of contact. Van Sertima's crucial claim deals with at which San José [Oaxaca] (worldview, calendars, deities, etc.) can clearly be shown to have been present prior to that time, and this The main pieces of evidence presented by Van Sertima are the monumental carved basalt Olmec heads. To a violates a cardinal rule in the classic diffusionist argument-that the diffused traits must be present in the lay observer, it seems at first glance that these grey, ''black''-looking heads, with their thick lips and flat donor culture and absent in the recipient culture prior to the presumed contact.
noses, must be images of Africans. This impression makes the other claims appear to be support for an obviFor the most part, our arguments will deal with this presumed earliest contact, because only contact at this ous conclusion. However, this is a fundamental error.
The people claimed by Van Sertima and other Afrocenstage of development might have been able to have a real impact on Mesoamerican cultures. There is still trists to have influenced the Olmecs (and to be the models for the heads) are Nubians or Egyptians, that is, some question whether Egyptian contact with the Gulf Olmecs would have been sufficient to achieve this im-North and East Africans, whereas the slave ancestors of African-Americans came primarily from tropical West pact. Although some scholars (Diehl and Coe 1995) still argue that the Gulf Olmecs represent the ''mother cul-Africa. These groups are very different and do not look alike. 17 Flat noses are particularly inappropriate as racial ture '' of Mesoamerica, others, among them Flannery and Marcus (1994:389) , prefer the term ''sister cultures'' markers, because the shape of the nose is primarily a function of climatic factors such as the ambient tembecause it is clear that parallel developments were taking place in other regions of Mesoamerica. Clark (1991; Clark and Blake 1994) claims that the Mesoamerican 16. Cahn and Winter (1993) have disputed this claim.
17.
Anthropologists have labored long and hard to refute the existradition began among the Mokaya of the Soconusco retence of biological races. We are all Homo sapiens sapiens. Latter gion of Chiapas, who by 1650 b.c. were the first to reach (1980) compared the variation in 18 polymorphic gene loci in 180 a chiefdom level 15 and who influenced the subsequent populations representing the major racial groups. Eighty-four perGulf Olmecs. Flannery and Marcus (1994:385-90) show cent of the total genetic diversity of humankind is due to differences between individuals belonging to the same tribe or nation, that the 8°-west-of-true-north orientation of ceremonial while only 10 percent occurs between ''racial'' groups. The difference between East African populations and West African populations, which is more than 6 percent, is almost as much as the dif-15. Coe and Diehl (1980, vol. 1:395-96 ) point out that whenever radiocarbon dates are to be compared with dates obtained by a differences between the various ''races. '' Lewontin (1972) came to the same conclusions, ''Social races'' do exist, and the public considers ferent procedure, such as the historical dynasties used to determine Egyptian chronology, they should be corrected. The international them biological. If, however, one is going to use a ''Negroid'' racial stereotype to claim an African identity for Olmec iconography, radiocarbon dating community has recommended the use of the tables published by Pearson and Stuiver (1986) as the standard (Bowwhy should thick lips and flat noses be privileged over other equally characteristic traits such as dolichocephaly and prognaman 1990:43-44). The recommended convention is to denote real years as ''b.c.'' and radiocarbon years as ''b.c.'' Here we will use thism? Brace et al. (1993) , using a number of trivially adaptive cranial measurements, concluded that Nubian and Egyptian populacorrected dates in sections where Egyptian dates are being compared with radiocarbon dates. In sections where only radiocarbon tions differ significantly from sub-Saharan Africans, and CavalliSforza, Menotti, and Piazza (1993) reached the same conclusion usdates are being compared, those dates will be cited. Egyptians and Nubians look different from those of antiquity, but both Trigger (1978) and Berry, Berry, and Ucko (1967) point to a ''remarkable degree of homogeneity'' in this area for 5,000 years.
unions between Africans and Native Americans because they alleg-19. Ironically, Soustelle (1985 Soustelle ( [1979 :56) finds this face, with its ''relatively narrow nose and prominent cheekbones,'' more ''Mon-edly exhibit the somatic traits of ''Negroids.'' There is no discussion of the fact that so-called Negroid features are commonly seen goloid'' and less ''Negroid'' in appearance than the other colossal heads, in particular its neighbor Tres Zapotes 1. It should also be in combination in East Asian and Pacific populations. For example, broad noses, prognathism, and full or everted lips with ''Mongolnoted that all such stereotypes are rooted in the old Anglo-American and European concepts that linked certain ''races'' with speoid'' eyes are quite commonplace among the Burmese, Chinese, Japanese, Koreans, Thais, Malays, Filipinos, and Polynesians (see cific physiognomic traits. Thus, for Van Sertima, the colossal stone heads are ''portraits'' of ''Negro-Africans'' or the descendants of Davies 1979:90-92 fig. 1c ), citing no supporting evidence, to be a characteristically Ethiopian hairstyle. 20 He also asserts that the braids are ''probably the best hidden secret in Mesoamerican archaeology' ' (1992b:37) , that the ''head was never published outside of Mexico'' (1992a:7) , and that ''this photograph was kept in the dark (and I think the blackout was deliberate) '' (1992b:38; 1995:74 Coe and Diehl [1980], courtesy of Michael D. Coe.) by the Establishment to conceal the truth, which they claim that they are trying to reveal. A full description of Tres Zapotes head 2 was published, as one would expect, in the reports of the archaeological expedition (Clewlow et al. 1967) [1947] .) doing to devote enormous effort over many years to quarrying, transporting, and carving their likenesses.
stages of the San Lorenzo B phase (1011 b.c.), and thereVan Sertima's description of the contact between the fore Coe and Diehl (1980, vol. 1:294-95 ; Coe, Diehl, Nubian-Egyptians and the Olmecs makes it appear as if and Struiver 1967) conclude that these heads cannot be the Olmec civilization arose suddenly after the period younger than 1011 b.c. 25 However, San Lorenzo heads in question. However, the civilization of the Olmecs 6, 7, and 8 have original placements. Ann Cyphers has had a long period of gestation in situ. San Lorenzo was radiocarbon-dated the undisturbed context of head 7 occupied from the beginning of the Formative, 1793 b.c.
and found it to be older than 1011 b.c. She concludes (Coe and Diehl 1980), and La Venta was occupied from 1658 b.c. onward (Rust and Sharer 1988) . San Lorenzo on the basis of the uniformity of sculpting technique evidence from the archaeological sites themselves fails to support this assertion in several important ways. and style that all these heads fall within the Early Formative (personal communication, 1995) . A number of For example, large pyramids were not being built in Egypt or in Nubia at the end of the 13th century b.c.; Olmec heads may be even older than they seem. Porter (1989) has good evidence that many were made by re-the great age of pyramid building had ended much earlier. The last step pyramid was built in 2680 b.c., and carving massive thrones and speculates that a ruler's throne was recarved into his image after his death.
the last large regular pyramid was Khenjefer's (ca. 1777 b.c.). In 1200 b.c. the Egyptians either buried their dead The excavators of La Venta also considered the heads to belong to the Early Formative, that is, earlier than in secret, as was the case with all the pharaohs of this period, or constructed small tombs that might incorpo-1011 b.c. (Holleman, Ambro, and O'Connell 1968), although this cannot be proven because they were relo-rate small, pointed pyramids into their overall design.
All of these tombs, such as those at Deir el Medina, cated to a Middle Formative context. Lowe (1989:43) states that many Olmec specialists consider most or all were quite small, and none of them were more than about 20 ft. in height (Edwards 1985 (Edwards [1947 :225-30, of the colossal heads (at San Lorenzo, La Venta, Tres Zapotes, Cobata) to have been made in the Early Forma-232-34; see also Fakhry 1961:251-53; Lepre 1990).
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The evidence for Van Sertima's other presumed contive. De la Fuente (1971:11, our translation) speaks of ''a point that everyone who has dealt with the problem tact period (the late 8th and early 7th century b.c.) is likewise problematical or nonexistent. The Egyptians agrees on: all the heads were carved during a relatively short period that varies between one hundred and, at continued to bury their dead in secret or constructed the same kinds of diminutive tombs with small pointed the most, two hundred years. '' 26 Because it is impossible to date all the heads unequivocally, one cannot prove pyramids that they had built in the 13th century b.c. In Nubia pyramids were built for the first time at El Kurru that the San Lorenzo, La Venta, and Tres Zapotes heads were contemporaneous. They might have been sequen-in 751 b.c. (Fakhry 1961:251-53) , but these structures were also quite small and bore no resemblance to the tial, and carving might have extended into the Middle Formative. However, Cypher's definitive dating of San rectangular, oval, or conical mounds or platform structures built by the Olmecs. Like their Egyptian counterLorenzo head 7 proves that ''Negroid-looking'' heads were being carved, mutilated, and buried between 1428 parts of the same period, the Nubian pyramids were generally tall and pointed, with an average slope of 60-and 1011 b.c., that is, prior to 1200 b.c. and centuries before the alleged arrival of Van Sertima's Nubian voy-70°and an average base of 30-40 sq. ft. The Nubian pyramids were also connected to small Egyptian-style moragers.
Van Sertima's postulated crew included Phoenicians tuary temples, which faced southeast, in contradiction to Van Sertima's claim that all such structures had a because of their sailing expertise and because he had identified a carved portrait of a ''Phoenician merchant ''north-south'' orientation. The Nubian pyramids were also built with ''gravel,'' ''sandstone,'' and ''solid stone captain'' on a stela at La Venta (Van Sertima 1976: pl. 22) . Unfortunately, this ''Phoenician'' could not have masonry'' and contained burial chambers in which were found figurines, painted mortuary scenes, written texts, been a shipmate of the Nubians (in 1200 or 700 b.c.), because sculpted stela were produced during the Middle and other artifacts in the Egyptian and Egypto-Nubian style (Edwards 1985:235, 236-39; Adams 1984:256-57 , Formative period, several hundred years later than the colossal heads (Lowe 1989:63-67) . 266-67, 278-85; Dunham 1950) . In contrast, the Olmec structures were built of different layers of carefully seIn addition to seeing ''Negroid'' traits in the Olmec stone heads, Van Sertima tries to establish parallels be-lected earth and clay in various colors and were apparently used primarily for ceremonial and religious rituals tween the pyramid complexes of the Nile Valley and the mounds or platform structures at La Venta. Refer-rather than for the burial of the dead. They also lack any evidence of figurines, painted mortuary scenes, written ences are made to the ''north-south'' orientation of ''pyramids,'' to ''step pyramids,'' to their astronomical texts, or any other artifact in the Egyptian or EgyptoNubian style. alignment, to the dual function of ''pyramids'' as both ''tomb and temple,'' to a system of drains, moats, and
The Olmec mounds or platform structures of the Middle Formative were relatively large compared with ''sacred pools,'' to the complex of walls which surrounded the ceremonial precincts, and to the ''fact'' that the Nubian pyramids of the same period. At La Venta they were mostly 200-400-sq. ft. rectangular structures the Olmec ''pyramid'' complexes appear for the first time during the alleged contact period (Van Sertima with sloping sides and flat tops, which apparently served as platforms for temples and other structures 1976:32, 33, 155, 156; 1992a:12-13, 15; 1992b:48; 1992c:60, 76-79; 1995:87-89) . In drawing these paral-made of thatch or some other perishable material.
There were also courtyards, plazas with palisades, and lels Van Sertima is suggesting that the Olmecs were influenced by Egyptian and Nubian architecture, but the circular, oval, or pentagonal mounds, but none of these structures resembled the Nubian pyramids and their af- This acceptance is based on several genuine Scandina-If no genuine artifacts are found, the next most credible evidences for contacts between peoples are plants, but, vian artifacts found by Ingstad in a well-conducted archaeological dig at L'Anse aux Meadows, Newfound-as in all these diffusionist arguments, the temporal sequence must be correct; the plant in question must be land, and dated to approximately a.d. 1044 (Ingstad 1964 (Ingstad , 1969 . The archaeological discoveries at L'Anse shown to have been used or domesticated earlier in the proposed place of origin than in the proposed destinaaux Meadows validated the sagas of Leif Eriksson and Bjarni Herjolfsson describing their round-trip expedi-tion. This is not the case for African plants. Baker (1970: 62) summarizes his discussion of possible contacts tions to the New World, which scholars had regarded skeptically prior to archaeological corroboration (Mori-thus: ''On present evidence it can hardly be said that cultivated plants of the New World provide a foundason 1971). There are no such written records of the return of any expedition from Africa to the New World. tion for the belief that there were important cultural exchanges between the Americas and the Old World in Van Sertima (1976:77) dismisses the Viking contact: ''The Vikings brought no new plant, influenced no act, pre-Columbian days.'' A volume devoted specifically to the question of pre-Columbian contacts, in which a introduced no ritual, left no identifiable trace of their blood in the Native Americans. Like waves, they broke number of proponents of contact (including several upon whom Van Sertima relied for botanical evidence), for a moment on alien sands and then receded.'' What must be remembered is that not a single authentic Afri-participated, concludes as follows: ''The consensus of botanical evidence given in the symposium seems to be can artifact has ever been found in a controlled archaeological context, and therefore the evidence for a Viking that there is no hard and fast evidence for any preColumbian introduction of any single plant or animal presence in pre-Columbian America is much stronger than all the supposed claims for a Nubian or African in-across the ocean from the Old World to the New World or vice-versa. This is emphatically not to say that it fluence. Furthermore, if in fact all we had was an African site comparable to L'Anse aux Meadows, there could not have occurred' ' (Riley et al. 1971:452-53) .
The situation with regard to the evidence has not would be little interest in Afrocentric circles for writing books about it. Their political agenda is not just to show changed since 1971. By a.d. 1400, Africans were growing five sets of domesticated crops: (1) plants first dothat Africans arrived in the New World sometime in the past 29 but that, being a superior civilization, they deeply mesticated in the Near East, which were grown in North Africa, including Egypt (wheat, barley, peas, and beans), (2) and pearl millet), which became staples in sub-Saharan rather than being regarded as gods they would probably have been Africa, (3) plants domesticated in the wet, tropical clisacrificed and eaten. All but the first Viking expeditions were mate of West Africa (African yam, rice, oil palm, kola planned, but they were repelled and driven off by the natives. The nut), (4) plants domesticated and found only in Ethiopia fate of unplanned expeditions would have been even worse. Davies (1971:248) points to a known instance in which ''a Spanish boat (finger millet, noog, teff), and, finally, plants imported with sixteen men and two women on board was wrecked on the to Madagascar by the Southeast Asians who first settled coast of Yucatan six years before Corté s arrived; the crew were all that island (bananas, Asian yam, taro, Asian rice) (Diasacrificed and ritually eaten, with the exception of Gonzalo Guer-mond 1994). We will not discuss the last two groups.
rero and Jeró nimo de Aguilar who were instead enslaved by two Plants were first domesticated in the Near East local chieftains. Of these survivors, Guerrero had gone so far native that he adorned himself with the accoutrements of his adopted tribe, including elaborate nose plugs and earrings, and refused on any account to abandon his new life to join Corté s; even Aguilar, 30. Appiah (1994) points out that both Afrocentrists and Eurocentrists are biased against cultures without writing. Why assume when first found by the Spaniards, had become indistinguishable from an Indian. Survivors of accidental landings are much more that a civilization, such as Egypt is automatically superior to a tribal society led by chiefs? likely to adopt the local culture than to spread their own.'' has l ip-vie ra, o rtiz d e m on t el lan o, a n d ba rb o ur Robbing Native American Cultures 429 (7600-7000 b.c.) and spread from there to other areas bulky, nearly inedible fruits (Baker 1970:49-50 Cotton presents a number of problems. There are four 4500 b.c. (Burenhult 1993:42-43; Hassan 1988) . The earliest-known wheat and barley in Africa were found species of cultivated cotton: African cotton (Gossypium herbarium) and Asian cotton (G. arboreum) have 13 in the Fayum and are dated about 4400 b.c. (Wendorf et al. 1992) . In the Sudan, a site dated about 4800 b.c. large chromosomes (AA), and the New World species G. hirsutum, of Central American origin, and G. barbashowed evidence of the use of wild plants but not of cultivated forms (Krż yż aniak 1991). In the Sahara, the dense, originating in South America, have 26 (13 large and 13 small) chromosomes (AADD). Since no cotton herding of cattle, sheep, and goats as well as the intensive use of wild sorghum and millet was seen at the ear-with 13 large chromosomes is found in the New World and no cotton with only 13 small chromosomes is naliest by 6000 b.c., with domestication taking place sometime after that (Wendorf et al. 1992 ; Burenhult tive to the Old World, the New World tetraploid cottons must have arisen from a hybridization of a New World 1993:42-43). Zohary and Hopf (1993:234) (1976) and Wendel, Brubaker, and Percival (1992) rather than cultivated. Remains of L. siceraria were found in Egyptian tombs dated about 3300-3500 b.c. point out that this cotton was fully domesticated and does not represent the earliest domestication of G. hir-(Whitaker and Bemis 1976) . Thus gourds were cultivated in the New World much earlier than in Egypt. sutum. Baker (1970:61) points out that wild G. hirsutum has been found on islands in the Caribbean and in Whitaker and Carter (1954, 1961) have shown that gourds can float for as long as a year without the seeds' Yucatan and that G. barbadense is found on the coasts of Ecuador and Peru and the wild form on the Galapagos losing the capacity to germinate. If a gourd on its arrival in the New World was tossed up on the beach by a Islands. Baker concludes that ''all of this evidence suggests that man had nothing to do with the origins of tetstorm and broken so that the seeds could escape or picked up by a curious person and transported inland, raploid cotton, but that he domesticated hirsutum and the gourd would spread. There is no need to posit human transport to the New World for this plant. Addi-31. It is hard to see how a purely conjectural cotton-bearing voyage tionally, it makes little sense for persons accidentally ( making a sea voyage to load up the boat with these barbadensis separately in the New World.'' The time two Chinese texts dated a.d. 1175 and 1225 as Maracaibo, Venezuela. He also identified melons described involved in forming hybrids and subsequently diffusing these tetraploid species as widely as they are found as ''six feet round . . . enough for a meal for twenty or thirty men'' as pumpkins and ''grains of wheat . . . three means that the time of initial hybridization was thousands of years prior to Van Sertima's postulated 4th-inches long'' as kernels of large-seeded Andean flour maize (Li 1961 , quoted by Van Sertima 1976 millennium-b.c. drift voyage (Phillips 1976) . Cytogenetic studies by Phillips (1963) do not support the the-see also Fritze 1993:179-80) . How anyone could take as fact rather than as fanciful invention pumpkins 6 ft. in ory of a recent origin of New World cottons. Even Stephens (1971:406-7) , upon whom Van Sertima relies, diameter is beyond us. Mangelsdorf (1974:205) points out that the proposed Andean maize is in fact postargued that cotton seed would have been transported by some form of natural raft and points out that an exclu-Columbian and is not found in plant remains in archaeological sites or depicted in prehistoric ceramics. Alsively wild tetraploid species G. tomentosum, probably derived from an ancestor in Mexico, had somehow be-though corn is particularly well suited to be preserved archaeologically and has been found in abundance come established in Hawaii (a much longer distance than the one involved in a trans-Atlantic crossing). 32 throughout its range in the New World, including the wet tropics, ''not a single corncob, unmistakably preDeJoode and Wendel (1992) cite studies by Fryxell (1979) on the seed and capsule buoyancy and salt-water Columbian, has yet been found in any part of the Old World'' (Mangelsdorf 1974:206) . Corn was grown in tolerance of Gossypium and a number of wild populations separated by salt water in concluding that oceanic Spain by 1498. Giovanni Ramusio saw it growing in Venice in 1554, and by 1560 the Portuguese were growdispersion of this genus has been important. Stephens (1971:406-7) also mentions research by Vernon Proctor, ing it in the Congo (S. Coe 1994:15-16). Mauny (1971), citing an a.d. 1605 report by Pieter de Marees that he who fed wild cotton seeds to killdeers and showed that the seeds were retained in their guts for days without considers to be the first true reference to maize in Africa, argues that maize was brought by the Portuguese loss of viability. Van Sertima does not quote Stephens's (1971:407) conclusion: ''Because of the possibilities of from the West Indies to Sã o Tomé and then transmitted to the coast (where it had been unknown) and to other natural and accidental dispersal, one is forced to the conclusion that the geographical distribution of the parts of Africa after a.d. 1550. In considering the rapidity with which the cultivation of corn was diffused 'wild' forms of cotton per se cannot be used critically as supporting evidence for early transoceanic cultural throughout Africa after its introduction by the Portuguese, Miracle's (1966:196) observation that ''regardless contacts. Archaeological evidence of spindle whorls, cordage, fabrics, or any other artifact indicating the use of how long maize may have been established in eastern Africa, it was little observed before the end of the sixwould be far more satisfactory.'' As we have noted, this is precisely the point. No such artifact has ever been teenth century'' is quite revealing. found. Citing Stephens (1971), Van Sertima (1994) argues that feral cotton found in the Cape Verde Islands is derived from New World cotton introduced by the Mummification Portuguese from Guinea in a.d. 1462. This proves according to Van Sertima that round trips to the New Van Sertima (1976:156-62; 1995:86-87) continues to World took place before Columbus. Stephens (1971:413) claim that the Egyptians brought mummification to the points out, however, that the Portuguese introduced New World. His only sources for this claim are the dismany New World crops into the Cape Verde Islands in credited hyperdiffusionist authors of the early 20th centhe 16th century and that New World cotton could also tury, whom he quotes from Mackenzie (1923). All of his have been introduced after Columbus's voyage.
citations except for those that refer to Palenque ultiVan Sertima relies extensively on Jeffreys (1953, mately derive from Grafton Elliot Smith, a prolific hy-1963, 1971) , who claims that the Arabs had made a perdiffusionist who believed that all civilization deround trip to the New World and introduced maize to rived from Egypt, or his disciple W. J. Perry (see n. 6). Africa prior to a.d. 1492. Jeffreys's arguments are pri-Elliot Smith proposed that this ''Heliolithic'' culture marily linguistic and mythological with little archaeo-had first spread to Asia and was taken from there to logical support and have been severely criticized be-America. The diffusion of mummification from Egypt cause of this (Willet 1962 and 9 of 11 commentators on to the rest of the world was central to his thesis. This Jeffreys 1971). He concludes, on the basis of an article thesis was thoroughly demolished in 1928 by Roland B. by Li (1961) 1995:80) . The chrotions of an influence. A borrowed artifact often goes through an initial period of ''slavish imitation'' benology offered produces contradictions to the arguments he advances. If Egyptians contacted the Olmecs fore it is restructured to suit local needs.
around 1200 b.c. in accordance with Jairazbhoy's chroVan Sertima is wrong on all counts. Every basic text nology and with the carving of the colossal heads, there on the Maya states that the sarcophagus contained a is a problem with claiming that pyramids were imskeleton not a mummy ( For the most part, the Afrocentrists and the other culto be true, it would have required the Mesoamericans tural nationalists have heartily endorsed Van Sertima's to imitate the Egyptians from 800 b.c. until a.d. 683 (al-thesis despite its obvious weaknesses in methodology most 1,500 years) without any evidence of an interven-and evidence. Although they have called for an Afrocening culture transmitting any trait. It should also be tric history that is accurate and well-intentioned, they noted that jade death masks were never used by the an-seem to be more concerned with the need to raise the cient Egyptians.
''self-esteem'' of African-Americans, regardless of the Finally, if the source of diffusion is the oldest place impact on other groups. 34 By endorsing Van Sertima's where the practice is found, perhaps travelers from the writings, the Afrocentrists and cultural nationalists New World went to Egypt and taught them how to have accepted a hegemonic and racialist view of premummify the deceased. The oldest mummies in the Columbian America that is completely lacking in hisworld are those associated with the Chinchorro culture torical accuracy. They have also accepted a theory and a of Chile (Arriaza 1995a). The oldest mummy there is methodological approach that grossly distort the histordated 5050 Ϯ 135 b.c. (Arriaza 1995b:42, 57) . This is ical record at the expense of Native Americans. Despite 2,000 to 3,000 years earlier than in Egypt, where artifi-vehement protestations to the contrary, Van Sertima cial preservation of corpses began in the Old Kingdom has, in effect, trampled on the self-respect or self-(ca. 2686-2181 b.c.) (Davis 1993 cluding an almost exclusive use of outdated secondary 35. Van Sertima claims that the alleged precontact ''structures'' at sources and a reliance on the pseudoscientific writing San Lorenzo are ''slipshod, poorly planned, irregular, and uneven'' of others. One finds very few references to primary and fail to ''observe any axial orientation '' whatsoever (1995:89) .
For a description of the San Lorenzo site, a large-scale modification of a natural landform by several levels of planned terraces, see Coe (1981:118-119) , Coe and Diehl (1980, vol Asian, or European to make a transoceanic voyage to bring them one or another cultural idea. This kind of Haslip-Viera, Ortiz de Montellano, and Barbour are bold in taking on the pseudoscientific writings of Van Ser-thinking is repugnant to me and is the reason that many of us disregard the publications of Van Sertima and othtima, for this kind of task surely is thankless. Most of us groan when another Von Dä niken, Fell, or Van Ser-ers of similar approaches.
If we do decide to comment on works like Van Sertitima genre book appears, because these works see the world easily in yes-or-no terms and rely heavily on es-ma's, which adhere to a different cultural watermark of validation, we need to make sure that our own argutablishing evidence by mere repeated assertion. The question for academics is whether one should bother re-ments are tight. In this respect Haslip-Viera and colleagues have not helped themselves by employing sponding to such tracts, thus providing them with a certain level of respectability by seriously evaluating them, radiocarbon calibration factors incorrectly, using outof-date sources on archaeobotany, etc. Western paraor simply ignore them. Most of us have chosen to ignore them, but as Haslip-Viera and colleagues point out this digms of validation of knowledge are not universally held; as anthropologists we need to be sensitive to the could be to our detriment, for rising ethnic self-images have provided a fertile locus for such works to thrive.
fact that while we might actively disagree with Vine Deloria or Ivan Van Sertima, based on our cultural bi-I am not convinced, however, that the kind of rebuttal that Haslip-Viera, Ortiz de Montellano, and Barbour ases of what involves knowledge, our perceptions and definitions of ''truth'' and ''knowledge'' are not the make in this paper is the appropriate strategy to employ. For example, previously Ortiz de Montellano same as those held by such individuals. Thus while the faults of Van Sertima are self-evident to most readers of (1990) has cogently argued that the Aztec system of knowledge and the Iberian systems were based on dif-this journal, they will not be equally so to the audience he has targeted. ferent evidentiary concepts. Moreover, archaeologists are finding out, much to their dismay, that the First Americans do not subscribe to the same intellectual precepts regarding knowledge as they do and therefore m ic hae l d. ated the Olmec culture of Mesoamerica belongs in the another tribe wishes not only to rebury human remains, utilizing the Native American Graves Protection and Re-same historical dustbin as previous claims that the high cultures of the New World resulted from the migration patriation Act (NAGPRA) legislation, but also to reinter and/or reclaim all cultural artifacts, as they see no benefit of white peoples from Europe (i.e., the Welsh who were supposed to have left the mounds of the U.S. Middle in ''scientific'' study of bones or artifacts to ''know'' their heritage. The Afrocentrist models that this paper at-West) or the Near East (i.e., the Mormon belief that the Maya cities were really made by white ''Nephites''). tempts to repudiate are of a similar nature, I argue, in that the intellectual bases for ''knowing'' are not those that are Only recently have we been assured in press articles that the Olmec came from China! accepted in academia but rather based on other cultural definitions of ''knowledge.'' Thus Haslip-Viera and colAs someone who has worked many decades with the Preclassic or Formative cultures of Mesoamerica and leagues' quest is in one sense futile, as they attempt to apply academic definitions of ''knowledge'' in a cultural spent three field seasons excavating the great Olmec center of San Lorenzo, I would like to state unequivosituation where such standards simply are not seen as appropriate by the members of the group involved.
cally that there is nothing in these Olmec sites that looks African, Chinese, European, or Near Eastern. The On another level, however, I think it is appropriate to point out the inherent ''racism'' of some of the assump-Olmec culture was created and maintained by American Indian peoples with a completely Mesoamerican tions that are involved in the arguments investigated. If one reports that there are pyramids in Egypt and pyra-way of life centered on the cultivation of maize and other New World cultigens. Their pottery, figurines, mids in Mexico, or mummies in Egypt and mummies in Chile, the automatic response seems to be, ''When and other artifacts show a strong heritage from even earlier Preclassic cultures on the Pacific coast of Chiapas did the Egyptians bring these ideas to the New World?'' No one ever asks, ''Did the Chileans or Mexicans bring and Guatemala, an unlikely region for a putative African landfall. these ideas to Egypt?'' (a fair question, in light of the fact that the world's oldest prepared mummies in Chile Van Sertima and his associates have committed the fallacy of taking a style of art as racial fact. If this kind pre-date Egyptian examples by two millennia). The as-of reasoning were valid, then we should assume that all position has been considerably weakened by the outrage and arguments expressed by the academic community. Hellenistic Greeks looked like Alexander the Great and that the women of Paris in the 1930s had three eyes and Making scientific results digestible for public consumption has been an endeavor spearheaded by Stephen Jay two noses. The colossal heads really are portraits of Olmec rulers, but the physiognomies of those rulers were Gould and Carl Sagan, and in anthropology the widespread dissemination of recent analyses of Maya history altered to fit the prevailing Olmec canons of monumental art. Olmec jade carvers had somewhat different can-by Linda Schele and collaborators is laudable. As far as the Olmecs are concerned, Michael D. Coe has conons, producing slightly ''Oriental''-looking figurines. Neither the great heads nor the figurines are to be taken sistently made his research results available to the English-speaking public. Communication with interas phenotypical fact.
The authors of this article are to be congratulated for ested laypeople should be a corollary to all scientific research. When this does not occur, as Haslip-Viera, Ortiz challenging Van Sertima on his own ground, examining and refuting each one of his assertions in exemplary de Montellanos, and Barbour point out, it is prime time for the rise to fame of pseudoscientists. fashion. Their arguments are completely convincing.
I find two aspects of Van Sertima's Afrocentric thesis The present refutation of Van Sertima is much needed because of the pervasiveness and the insidious extremely disturbing. First, it demeans and trivializes the genuine cultural achievements of native Americans. quality of his work. Publication in current anthropology alerts professionals, provides sound evaluations The creation of Mesoamerica's first civilization, the Olmec, was a mighty achievement, and to attempt to take of contrasting interpretations and the data on which they are based, and serves as an important educational this away from the indigenous peoples of Mesoamerica on the flimsiest basis is an unworthy exercise. Secondly, text. Between the lines of this article, I perceive a clear plea to Olmec archaeologists (and all others) to counterit disturbs me as an American citizen to see this kind of wishful thinking imposed on our education system; it is act misrepresentations by making their research results readily available to the public. only too similar to the attempt by creationists to force their own unscientific beliefs on biology classes.
The San Lorenzo Tenochtitlá n Archaeological Project initiated an active campaign to communicate recent re-I will admit that there are many things still to be learned about the Olmec, but they will only be learned search results to interested laypeople in Mexico by creating a traveling exhibit of replicas, scale-models, phothrough serious archaeological excavation.
tographs, maps, and a video (it contained no original artifacts!). Conferences and an illustrated text supplemented the information from the exhibit. This event ina nn c yp hers Instituto de Investigaciones Antropoló gicas, creased public participation in the ongoing research and generated awareness regarding the nonrenewable charUniversidad Nacional Autó noma de Mé xico, Mé xico, D.F., Mexico. 14 x 96 acter of archaeological resources. Over a one-and-a-halfyear period, the exhibit covered a large part of southeastern Mexico, reaching more than 40,000 people. The The real story of the ancient Olmecs is more exciting than any of Van Sertima's claims. At a very early time public interest shown and generated made it clear that people in the provinces do not have ready access to such in Mesoamerican prehistory, the rapid sui generis development of a high degree of social complexity occurred information. Although the exhibit was a costly investment sponsored by the National Autonomous Univerin a geographically restricted area and was characterized by impressive monumental architecture and art. The sity of Mexico as part of its community service goals and time-consuming for all the pressured academics inpeople of Mexico are extremely proud of their Olmec heritage because they are cognizant that this first civili-volved, its educational value is incalculable.
Recent research in the Olmec heartland and U.S. muzation was a foundation for even more advanced cultures arising throughout prehistoric and historic time in seum exhibits are stimulating a resurgence of interest in this culture. I congratulate the authors of this timely artiMesoamerica.
Van Sertima's ethnocentric point of view inhibits cle for entering into a polemic that most scientists have ignored. The benefits will be enormous for scientific arhim from realizing that ancient people of the Americas could have attained such a level without aid from else-chaeology, the Olmecs, and the Mexican heritage. where. Such distortion of the archaeological record takes advantage of public ignorance regarding archaeological method and theory. I believe that people are of-g er a ld ear l y African and Afro-American Studies, Campus Box ten confused by works such as Van Sertima's but lack the information necessary to understand the scientific 1109, Washington University, St. Louis, Mo. 63130-4899, U.S.A. 11 xi 96 method on which archaeology is based. The dangerous terrain of pseudoscience is a trap for the interested public and archaeologists alike, who generally do not take Haslip-Viera et al. assert that Afrocentrism ''in all its complexity emerged from the cultural nationalism of the time to publish scientific refutations of its validity.
Constant rebuttals to pseudoscience are essential to the 1960s and 1970s.'' Yet the complexity of Afrocentrism is that it is more than the result or supercession of alert the public to its perils. For example, the creationist the cultural nationalism or Black Aesthetic movements expression-therapy or ''proper'' history as the cure for false consciousness. It is impossible to say whether that themselves arose from the civil rights movement. Afrocentrism is the result of a much older preoccupa-black people truly profit from this in the way of selfesteem. They have certainly profited insofar as many tion of black Americans (and some of their white sympathizers) to provide a usable black past which would are willing to defend a great deal of misinformation.
(But many Americans, not just blacks, suffer from this incorporate Egypt as a central image and place of origin. This has been called contributionist historiography; disease, especially right-wing ones who, like Afrocentrists, see history as the revelation of a set of Godthat is to say, blacks have insisted on a history that recognized their contribution to world history and Ameri-ordained, unchanging, and unchallengeable values.) I have always advised my students to read Nieztsche's can culture. Its first political moment was antebellum slavery and the defense of the black against the charge excellent essay on the uses and abuses of history. I particularly urge black students to do so. of being semi-inhuman and worthy of being little more than a slave in the world. Its next major moment was from 1890 to 1930, after the failure of Reconstruction, which saw the development of Pan Africanism from the p et e r t. fu rst University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology first Pan African Conference in 1900 to the imprisonment of Marcus Garvey. The next major moment would and Anthropology, 33rd and Spruce Sts., Philadelphia, Pa. 19104-6324, U.S.A. (ptfurst@sas.upenn.edu) . come with the emergence of Malcolm X and the black student sit-in movement, both of which occurred be-5 xi 96 tween 1959 and 1960, at the same moment that African independence really seized the black American imagi-The racist implications of denying Native Americans the capacity to develop their own ancient civilizations nation. That the idea of what constitutes contributionist history should expand or become more and more without input from ''gods from outer space,'' Chinese or Polynesian seafarers, and emissaries from Egypt and politicized is not surprising. Most of the ideas of the Afrocentrists had been espoused by black nationalists for Nubia have long been noted. So has the total absence of any objects of indisputably African origin in pre-Columsome time, at least as far back as the Harlem Renaissance. One could hear talk of a black Egypt or that the bian contexts. But for some scholarly detective work in the 1960s, one such object might well have ended up in Olmec heads were set up in honor of blacks from the local street-corner nationalist in the barbershop. No one Van Sertima's bible of Afrocentrist cultural nationalism. The story is worth retelling. ever thought then that the day would come when these ideas would be taught in some white schools.
Thirty years ago Stanley H. Boggs, then at the University of El Salvador, was shown an artifact of carved ivory The widespread acceptance of some of the more crackpot assertions of contributionist history has also that, though found in El Salvador, looked African rather than pre-Columbian and was for a time-though not by been made possible by postmodernism-the idea that truth is relative, that European dominance must be de-him-taken as ''evidence'' for early African influences in the Americas. Allegedly it had been excavated under centered, that all history is fiction, that knowledge is power. This movement helped to grant Afrocentrism, as nearly 6 ft. of undisturbed soil, near the city of Coló n.
The artifact, carved from what appeared to be a natua more intense version of contributionist history, some authenticity as a counter-white-hegemonic force. The rally curved piece of ivory 19 cm in length, represented a highly stylized reptilian or fish in the act of swalmulticulturalist movement, an outgrowth of affirmative action, postmodernism, and European Romanti-lowing a naked woman.
Boggs was sufficiently intrigued to take it back with cism, was also a strong factor in Afrocentrism's gaining currency.
him to the United States, where the material was identified at Harvard University as hippopotamus tusk. The authors are right in suggesting that Afrocentrism is Eurocentrism in blackface. One of the serious prob-Thus its African origin was now established zoologically as well as stylistically. Thus far, then, it would lems that oppressed people like African-Americans face is dealing with the sometimes destructive tendency to seem destined to add grist to the Afrocentrist claims of Nubian origins for the Olmec, Mesoamerica's most ancreate parallel institutions that copy white ones almost entirely. In this case, here is an attempt at institutional-cient civilization, then just emerging in the AfricanAmerican community though Van Sertima's ''definiized history with all the racist prerogatives of European imperialist history. Afrocentrism is not only a histori-tive'' compendium of the alleged evidence was still ten years in the future. ography of decline, as Wilson J. Moses suggested, a history of defeat, but a historiography of resentment and
Boggs and E. Willys Andrews IV (1967) told the story 30 years ago. Though evidently little-noticed at the jealousy of European history. Now, with the help of Van Sertima, we blacks have our Captain Cook myth. In-time, it can still serve as a warning flag to uncritical enthusiasts for transoceanic diffusion in pre-Columbian deed, it even goes the Cook myth one better, as the natives here not only worshipped the blacks as gods but times. Indeed, the authors intended it as precisely that.
Boggs returned to Mé rida with his African artifact and never deigned to eat them.
Of course, Afrocentrism must be understood as a po-showed it to Matthew W. Stirling and his wife, then on a visit to the Andrewses. The Stirlings, in turn, took it litical expression or even a kind of mental or emotional back to Washington, D.C., to try and check out its age bly of African workmanship and probably dated from the period of thriving world trade in such objects . . . and place of manufacture with specialists in and outside the Smithsonian Institution. If everything-material, just what Boggs' re-analysis of the 'archaeological' background of the object would lead us to suspect.'' style, and archaeological context-checked out, it might after all be of some significance for pre-ColumThe odyssey of this Congo sculpture, they conclude, ''may serve as one more caveat to the over-enthusiastic bian cultural history.
The hippopotamus identification was confirmed. diffusionist. Any attribution of early trans-oceanic diffusion needs not only a careful study of the date and oriHenry Collins put an end to any speculation that it might have come from the North Pacific. Nor was it gin of the piece itself, but a minute scrutiny of the exact stratigraphic context in which it was found.'' scrimshaw carved by a talented seaman. One expert thought it had a European look, possibly medieval. PerGood advice. Africa had its own great civilizations worthy of the world's admiration without requiring dehaps it was inspired by the biblical tale of Jonah and the Whale. Radiocarbon dating proved not to be feasible, for nial of independent creative genius to the ancestors of Mexico's beleaguered indigenous peoples. at that time the entire artifact would have had to be destroyed.
While all this was going on in Washington, Boggs undertook to investigate the alleged archaeological con-r eb e cc a b. g o n z á l ez l auc k Centro INAH Tabasco, Av. Tabasco 106, Fracc. text in El Salvador. For this he had the full cooperation of the owner and the discoverer. Initially the early Guadalupe, 86180 Villahermosa, Tabasco, Mexico. 4 x 96 claims seemed beyond doubt: the artifact was said to have been found accidentally at a depth of 2.8 m in pure, undisturbed volcanic ash, low on a steep slope A stone's throw from the 21st century, it is a sad reflection on our societies that we need to conduct this kind leading down to the Río Coló n. So far so good. The old road to the capital ran along this stream, but Boggs of discussion. learned that because it was frequently flooded, toward the end of the last century a new road had been constructed halfway up the slope, necessitating a deep cut j aim e l i tva k
Instituto de Investigaciones Antropoló gicas, in the side of the ravine. Boggs had his answer: It was almost certainly the large quantities of sterile ash Universidad Nacional Autó noma de Mé xico, Ciudad Universitaria, Delegació n Coyoacá n 04510, Mé xico, thrown down the slope during road construction that had created the apparently ''undisturbed'' context for D.F., Mexico. 15 x 96 the artifact.
But he went farther. He was able to trace the original Several comments and additions can perhaps be made. One, of course, is that whatever political intentions ownership of the artifact, which resembled a handle of some sort, with reasonable certainty back to a Colonel may underlie the claim of African origins or relationships for the Olmecs, anthropology has certainly had a Avilé s, who had built an opulent house directly above the site of the discovery and who was a well-known lot of experience with theories that link peoples and cultures in extremely strange places. Finding exotic ori19th-century collector of exotic weapons of all kinds, including several sword canes. After the colonel's death gins for pre-Hispanic American cultures is not new. The sport is older than archaeology. The ten lost tribes have in the second half of the 19th century, the house was abandoned and fell into ruins that have since disap-been in place for several hundred years. Finds like the one described by Bradner (1875) of Hebrew inscriptions peared. Thus the mystery of the apparently undisturbed archaeological context was definitively solved.
in the United States were reported at the First International Congress of Americanists in Nancy in 1875. By There remained only the question of where in Africa it had come from in the first place and when. The motif 1882, at the Second Congress, it was Danish kitchen middens (Beauvois 1882a; see also 1882b). At the Fifth of a monster swallowing a human is widespread in nonWestern art, including that of the pre-Columbian civili-Congress in 1885 there were papers on links with Asia, through Polynesia, and with the Gauls. More than 100 zations. So the Stirlings brought the mystery piece to the Smithsonian's African expert, Gordon D. Gibson. years of Americanist congresses have seen many papers like these. And it was Gibson who had the answer: the style was unquestionably Congolese, and specifically Mangbetu;
It is important to keep in mind that Rivet's (1925) idea of multiple origins for pre-Hispanic American popindeed, he showed the Stirlings photographs of Mangbetu harps with curved string arms of ivory carved in a ulations was based both on physical anthropology and on language and artifacts. Moreover, he was not the style so similar to the Salvadoran find that they might have come from the same workshop. But Gibson also only one to look to multiple origins as an explanation for the complexity of people and culture in America. noted that the motif of a monster swallowing a human was almost certainly a late innovation, made for sale to Gladwin (1947) , whose work was controversial when published, entered into a heated discussion with acaEuropeans rather than for indigenous use.
''Thus,'' write the authors, ''we find that the 'Salva-demic archaeologists on the subject of multiple origins and relations. His explanation included Alexander the dor' ivory was definitely of African material, very proba-Great's lost fleet. More recent attempts have included many cultures are supposed to have influenced New World cultures (Egyptian, Roman, Shang Chinese, CarRobert Heine-Geldern's many articles seeking Southeast Asian origins for American traits. Gordon Eckholm thaginian, Irish, Libyan, Polynesian, Hindu, alien, etc.) that one would have expected a cultural traffic jam to (1952, 1958) was in agreement. Alexander Von Wuthenau (1975) argued that the population of pre-have developed. All these theories use the same type of evidence, often the very same items, 1 and all are invalid. Hispanic Mexico included blacks, Greeks, Asians, Jews, and others. His evidence originated in an interpretation It is curious, too, that this cultural traffic was only oneway; the purported visitors did not carry back either of racial resemblances mainly of figurines but also of stelae, murals, and other representations. And this is New World or each other's traits or artifacts. (For other reviews of various claims of pre-Columbian contact see not the last; an October 1996 article in Time reports a discussion of prehistoric Caucasoid features in the state Davies 1979 , Fingerhut 1994 , and Fritze 1993 We sympathize with Gonzá lez Lauck's annoyance of Washington.
The other side has been represented by researchers with the need to discuss the topic at all, but perhaps, being in Mexico, she has avoided some of the postmodwho, rightly, linked the question to the excesses of extreme diffusionism and its consequences. Juan Comas, ern ''other-ways-of-knowing'' debate that has so vitiated anthropology here. It is disappointing that she and in papers on diffusionism that are important because he was examining osteological evidence, was critical of Browman in different ways implicitly dismiss the possibility of reaching Van Sertima's audience. As his point such positions. In 1942, at the Second Round Table of the Sociedad Mexicana de Antropología, he made the of view is being widely disseminated among increasingly younger African-American audiences, more and point that Olmec anthropomorphic representations could only exceptionally be linked to data from burials more teachers of archaeology and anthropology will be confronted with the problem in the future. It is unfortu-(Comas 1945)-that whatever the statues looked like, the people whose bones he studied did not look like nate that Gonzá lez Lauck did not choose to comment further; as the last excavator at La Venta, which is Van them (see also Comas 1964) . Others also wrote on the subject. Caso (1964) presented an analysis of ideas about Sertima's linchpin site, her comment on his claims that the ''Pyramid'' at La Venta is modeled on an Egyptian a supposed non-American origin for pre-Hispanic culture traits. His point, in his oral presentation, was that stepped pyramid (1976:155-56; 1995:87) or that the florescence of La Venta predates San Lorenzo would have the underlying racist assumption was that American Indians were incapable of developing high culture. Rowe been most valuable.
Early makes the point that Van Sertima's writings (1966) was also critical of diffusionist ideas. Another memorable work on the subject was Wauchope's (1962) . and Afrocentrism are ''contributionist history.'' This is very important in discussing alleged pre-Columbian Extreme diffusionism has been dealt with in the literature and shown not only to be wrong but also to con-contacts. As we pointed out, archaeologists agree that the Vikings did occupy the New World but that they taminate what we know about cultures and peoples throughout the world. But the notion of a foreign origin had no influence on native cultures. This kind of contact is not sufficient for diffusionists, because it does for the culture of American Indians does not stop there. There are books that carry it even farther: perhaps Mar-not reflect the superiority of the visitors. For them, the Egyptian-Nubian-Mandingo visitors must ''greatly tians (Von Dä niken 1969)?
influence'' the development of New World culture. Similarly, it is not sufficient for an Old World plant to have drifted to the New World. 2 Diffusionists claim that plants were brought by people who taught the naReply tives how to grow them. Although Browman chides us for using outdated material regarding the diffusion of plants, the debate is over among mainstream scholars. b er n ar d or t i z d e m on t el l an o, g a br ie l h asl ip -vie ra, and wa rr e n ba rb our 
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other pseudoscientific speculations ranging from Von Dä niken (1968) and Hancock (1995) to the infamous 1996 NBC special We are grateful to the colleagues who commented on ''Mysterious Origins of Man.'' All these speculations are based on Hapgood's (1966 Hapgood's ( , 1969 proposal not just of a pre-Columbian origin our article. Their comments are basically in agreement but of a prehistoric civilization that mapped the world before the with its thrust, but there are some points to be emphaIce Ages. An accurate interpretation of this map that contradicts sized or clarified. Furst reminds us of the importance of Hapgood's is presented by Hoye and Lunde (1980) and Soucek controlled archaeological context in order to avoid be- (1996) . Well-documented and prolix critiques of all of these topics ing misled by apparently very solid ''evidence''; we reit-can be found on the Internet by doing a DejaNews search for Paul V. Heinrich or at http://earth.ics.uci.edu:8080/faqs/mom/atlanerate that there is not one genuine pre-Columbian Afritis.html and http:/ /earth.ics.uci.edu:8080/faqs/mom/oronteus.
can artifact recovered from a controlled archaeological html. excavation. Litvak briefly surveys a number of other 2. See our quote of Van Sertima's claim (1976:191) Carter (1977) and Lathrap (1977) were published in mainstream publications, but it was 124). More recently, a dendrochronological sequence with radiocarbon wiggle matching (Kuniholm et al. apparent that consensus had been reached that the evidence for all these allegations was weak (Reed 1977 (Reed ), 1996 , which Renfrew (1996) calls the best prospect for an absolute time scale in the Near East, supports the and diffusionist claims of this nature are no longer being considered seriously. Recent reviews of New World conventional 14th-to-12th-century b.c. Egyptian chronology. diffusionist controversies (Fingerhut 1994 , Fritze 1993 offer little on this subject after the 1970s. Mainstream
We differ somewhat with Browman on how scholars should respond to these kinds of claims. It is not a questexts on the origins of agriculture (Burenhult 1993 , Cowan and Watson 1992 , Harris 1996 , Shaw et al. 1993 , tion of ''different ways of knowing'' but a question of facts and evidence. Browman cites Ortiz de Montellano Zohary and Hopf 1993) ignore the matter completely. Recent work on cotton completely eliminates any pos-(1990) as a study of ''alternative ways of knowing.'' The main point of the book, however, is that, although the sibility of human involvement in the hybridization of New World cotton. Wendel and co-workers (Wendel Aztecs did not use Western epistemology, they were accurate observers of the natural world and that many of 1989, Percy and Wendel 1990, Wendel and Albert 1992) have proved that the hybridization of diploid African their medical practices could be verified through the techniques and epistemology of bioscience. This is cercottons and diploid New World cottons resulting in the tetraploid cottons found in the New World, claimed as tainly not a surrender to the postmodernist ''all ways of knowing are equally valid'' but rather a plea to test naevidence for diffusion, took place before the emergence of humans, 1 to 2 million years ago.
tive claims with scientific rigor. We need to distinguish between religion, magic, and science. The second Law Browman's objections to our dating are unclear. The important point to be made is that Van Sertima has a of Thermodynamics has no magical or religious component. Native Americans may believe that they emerged serious chronological and logical problem. As we pointed out, if one is to compare radiocarbon dates with directly from sacred American soil, and fundamentalists may believe that the universe is 6,000 years old. We dates obtained in another fashion, as is the case for Egyptian historical chronologies, then calibrated C 14 can respect these beliefs as religion. However, humans evolved in Africa, and the universe is billions of years dates must be used. The experts agree that the colossal Olmec heads were carved in a relatively short time-span old. Similarly, Afrocentrists may believe that Egyptians were the mainspring of Olmec civilization, but we must and in the Early Formative. The Early Formative has been dated on the basis of uncalibrated radiocarbon to distinguish beliefs from facts. It is not acceptable simply to dismiss Van Sertima's claims as a different 1500-900 b.c. Cyphers has dated head 7 at San Lorenzo in an undisturbed context as earlier than 900 b.c. The worldview. By doing so we participate in the disenfranchisement and attack on the heritage of the many culcalibrated C 14 dates for the Early Formative are 1414-999 Ϯ 80 years cal b.c., 3 quite close to the dates we cited tures on this continent that developed states, societies, art, and technologies that are comparable to many Old previously. If Van Sertima wants to claim that pyramids in the New World derive from Egypt and that the Olmec World civilizations.
We agree with Cyphers that archaeological pseudosciheads resemble Negroid Nubians, then he is tied to the 25th Dynasty in Egypt, which had Nubian pharaohs. As ence can be fought only by making research results available to the public, and we had hoped that more Olwe pointed out, pyramids had not been built in Egypt for hundreds of years and were revived in Nubia around mec specialists might take the opportunity provided to reiterate the view of the profession that Old World exthe 8th century b.c. This was also the time when Nubians would have been in command of an expedition plorers did not come to the Americas before Columbus.
Several leading Afrocentrists also chose not to comrather than serving as mercenaries. If Van Sertima (1995:82-86) , following Jairazbhoy (1974), claims that ment, and Van Sertima himself, after submitting a detailed comment to which we made extensive efforts to respond, decided to withdraw it. Articles in current 3. Calculations were performed using a program based on Stuiver anthropology provide a unique opportunity for disand Reimer (1993) downloaded from the Quaternary Isotope Laboratory at the University of Washington, using the latest revised dendrochronology data (Pearson and Stuiver 1993) assigning a typical error of Ϯ 80 years for the hypothetical uncalibrated dates of 4. Jairazbhoy (1992:10-14) maintains that Rameses III was in Mexico and that images of him can be found there. El Mahdy (1989: 900 (2,850 b.p.) and 1200 (3,150 b.p.) . According to these calculations, 900 b.c. equals 999 cal b.c. with a 68% range of cal b.c. 87-89) points out that members of the Rameside dynasty had very strongly hooked noses-certainly not found in the colossal Olmec 1121-906, and 1200 b.c. equals 1414 cal b.c. with a 68% range of 1511-1253 cal b.c.
heads.
tions found in an American mound.'' Congrè s Internation-
